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The 213 Slews
Bowling Tlrcen State University

Otting, found in BA, pleads guilty to misdemeanor
by Diane Rado
stall reporter

John Otting, University student
charged with breaking and entering
Feb.22 when found in a locked office of
the Business Administration Building,
pleaded guilty to a lesser charge in a
pre-trial hearing in Bowling Green
Municipal Court yesterday.
Otting, 510 E. Merry Ave., pleaded
guilty to a charge of receiving stolen
property, a misdemeanor.
The stolen property charge refers to
the black leather case of keys Otting

was found with at the time of his arrest, Adrian P. Cimerman, public
defender representing Otting, said.
Police reports indicate that the keys
fit all the files in the office where Otting was discovered.
John Helm, assistant county prosecutor, declined to comment on why
a lesser charge was served.
And "the University had minimum
input in the decision," Myron
Chenault, University assistant vice
president for institutional contracts,
said.
"When I walked in, I thought it (the

case) was going to go to the grand
jury," Otting said.
"I guess they swung a deal at the
last minute," he added.
Otting said Cimerman offered him
two options: to plead innocent or to
plead guilty to the misdemeanor.
"I took his advice. I was willing to
do almost anything," Otting said, explaining his plea.
Before the charges were reduced,
however, Dr. Bevars Mabry, chairman of the economic department, and
Steve Peterson, instructor of
economics at the University, were

told their testimonies were not needed. It was in Mabry's office that Otting was found the night of his arrest.
Peterson said he and Mabry were
subpoenaed Tuesday to testify at Otting's trial at 3 p.m. yesterday.
"At about 3:20 (yesterday) an arresting officer at the University told
us that the prosecutor said he no
longer needed our testimony," Peterson said.
"He (the officer) couldn't tell us
why," he added.
Peterson said he was asked to
testify because "I heard an attempted

column
one,

Three more arrests
coming in exam raid

Reds open season
with 9-0 victory

Three more persons and one previously charged person will be arrested today in connection with last quarter's finals week raid on three fraternity houses
and three off-campus apartments conducted by city police and Campus Safety
and Security officers in search of stolen examinations, the News has learned.
City police Lt. William A. Fox said last night the four will probably be charged with receiving stolen property.
Fox attempted to arrest the four last night but said he could not locate those
involved.
Fox said he assumes the three additional persons being arrested are University students.
With three more arrests, the total now stands at seven individuals charged in
the exam scam.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Frank
Pastore, a 23-year-old fastballer often compared with
Tom Seaver in his prime, was
Cincinnati Reds' Manager John
McNamara's "logical choice"
as an Opening Day pitcher
when Seaver came down with
the flu yesterday.
Pastore responded with a
three-hit shutout as the Reds
defeated the Atlanta Braves 9-0
in the major league baseball
season opener.
Pastore got all the support he
needed in an early scoring barrage in which George Foster
drove in four runs with a double
and the first home run of the
major league season.
Junior Kennedy, Joe
Morgan's successor at second
base for the Reds drove in
three more runs with a triple
and double in three official
times at bat.

Fyffe new head
of Science Council
Dr. Darrel W. Fyffe recently
was installed as president of
the Science Education Council
of Ohio during the organization's third state convention in
Columbus.
Fyffe, an associate professor
of educational curriculum and
instruction at the University,
served on the board of directors
prior to his election as president.
"The main purpose of the
council is to encourage better
science teaching especially
since there is a growing shortage of science teachers for the
future," Fyffe said.
"The council is the first
statewide organization for
elementary and secondary
schools and has more than 300
members. It has been in action
for three years and is open to
anyone interested in science."
The council, which is affiliated with the National
Science Teachers Association,
will sponsor a convention in
Cleveland next fall.

weather
Rain. High 43 F (6 C), low 34
F (1 C), 60 percent chance of
precipitation.

break-in in the Business Administra- bailiff and probation officer at the
tion Building on the night of Otting's court today, for a "pre-sentence inarrest and reported it to Campus vestigation," Sears said.
Saftey."
"I have to create as clear a picture
Otting was released on his own of John Otting as possible for the
recognizance and was referred to the judge," Sears said.
court's probation department.
Otting could be fined $1,000 and
Cimerman said the probation spend six months in jail as a maxdepartment will "find out more about imum penalty, for the misdemeanor
him (Otting), and submit a recom- to which he pleaded guilty, Sears said.
mendation to the judge for a
But for the original charge of breaking and entering, Otting could have
sentence."
It may take a month to six weeks for paid a maximum fine of $2500 or spent
a sentence to be served, he added.
from six months to two years in a
Otting will meet with Jim Sears, state penal institution, he added.

Eakin to review budgets
of auxiliary programs
the preliminary requests and return
them to the Big Five in time for them
to discuss the budgets with their adBecause of time restraints, the five visory committees before making
major University student service aux- final changes. Most advisory groups
iliary programs will not have to ap- have student members.
pear before the Advisory Committee
BOB ARROWSMTTH, assistant vice
on General Fee Allocations in order to
provost for student affairs and
receive 1980-61 funding.
Instead, the budgets for the Big ACGFA chairman, agreed, noting
Five (Ice Arena, Non-Revenue that ACGFA usually recommends the
Sports, Student Recreation Center, same level of funding as is requested
Student Health Services and Universi- by the major auxiliaries.
"In the past they (ACGFA) haven't
ty Union) will be reviewed by Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost for in- recommended any adjustments in the
stitutional planning and student af- budget in any dramatic kind of way,"
Arrowsmith said. "If we're talking
fairs, Eakin said.
After each auxiliary adjusts its about a variance, we're talking about
budget according to the administra- a variance of about $200-$300 on rather
tion's suggestions, ACGFA will large budgets."
One of the Big Five, the rec center,
review the requests and issue its
recommendation to President Hollis has made special plans to get student
input on its budget. An open meeting
A. Moore Jr., Eakin explained.
Representatives of the Big Five will be held at noon tomorrow in the
usually appear before ACGFA to rec center conference room for
answer questions the committee has students to offer their opinions on how
about its budget requests. But the rec center budget should be set up,
because ACGFA is so far behind this said Dr. R. Ben McGuire, director.
None of the other Big Five have
year, that step is being eliminated,
planned such meetings, but most
Eakin said.
already have consulted, or are plannACGFA, THE committee that ing to consult, with their advisory
makes recommendations to the presi- committees about the budgets. These
dent about funding various student administrators who prepare the Big
services and organizations, usually Five budgets said they think those acmakes its final report by the end of tions will adequately represent stuwinter quarter. But this year's com- dent interests.
mittee is meeting for the first time
JOHN M. KETZER, health services
Saturday, and is not expected to finish
administrator who prepares both the
its work until early June.
"The complexity of the Big Five health services' and the rec center's
budgets doesn't make time for the budgets, said the meeting probably is
kind of review ACGFA has given them more appropriate for the rec center
in the past," Eakin said. The Univer- than others in the Big Five.
"There are a lot of people very insity Board of Trustees is scheduled to
review all University budgets at its terested in the rec center," he exApril 24 meeting, only two weeks plained.
A special procedure also will be
away.
Although ACGFA, which is com- followed allocating 1980-81 funds for
prised of undergraduate students, The BG News, another major student
graduate students and faculty, will service auxiliary.
According to the recommendations
not have direct input on the budgets,
Eakin said that students will not made last quarter by the Student
necessarily be be left out of the alloca- Publications Ad Hoc Committee, the
News and all other recognized student
tion process for the Big Five.
He said he hopes to finish reviewing
continued on page 3
by Paula Winslow
stall reporter

stall photo by Dale Omori
Marty Wilson, a University senior and a pizza thrower at Pisanello's Pizza,
demonstrates his award-winning technique.

Student flips over pizza contest
by Kevin Settlage
stall reporter

Competition was heavy as the masters flipped their
works of art to the skies. Pizza dough was the medium,
with the contest judging the process and the final product.
Marty Wilson, 26, a University senior and employee
of Pisanello's Pizza, impressed the four judges with
his smooth style at the pizza flipping contest, held at
the Ohio State Restaurant Association's convention in
Canton, Ohio, on March 25.
Wilson took fourth place in the contest last year and
returned this year at the encouragement of his boss,
Jerry Liss, owner of Pisanello's.
Wilson's winning style was not a planned routine. In
fact, he added double flipping at 'he last minute, which
probably is what won him first place and the $100
prize, he said.
COMPETITION WAS strong, and Wilson said he felt
the flipper who came in second place should have won.
"I guess I won because nothing was jerky and there
was a lot of grace. It was probably my smoothness and
flowing continuation."
The everyday flipper uses his hands to spin his pizzas, but Wilson dropped one of his pizzas at the competition and improvised by catching it with his foot and
flipping it back up into his hands.
"I would like to somehow use some of my karate
kicks in the flipping" Wilson said of his future flipping
career.
Each contestant had five minutes and three balls of
dough. Wilson used all three because the dough they
were using was from Domino's Pizza chain.

"I WAS unfamiliar with the dough so I figured I'd
better do all three. They (Domino's dough balls)
stretch differently than Pisanello's. You just touch
their dough and it stretches out as big as a tire," he
said.
Liss, who paid Wilson's expenses for the trip, was
master of ceremonies at the contest.
"My boss (Liss) was more excited than I was about
winning and I thought it was great," he said. A group
of people from Pisanello's was there "screaming and
yelling for me," he added.
One challenger at the convention used just two
fingers to twirl the pizza dough, Wilson said. "I don't
know how he could do that without putting holes in it."
KEEPING FINGERNAILS clipped is important to
prevent ripping holes in the thin crusts, Wilson said.
Pressure and proper cushioning also are important, he
added, noting that the back and heel of the hand and
the backs of the fingers are commonly used to
manipulate the dough.
Wilson began as a driver for Pisanello's Pizza six
years ago.
"Standing around as a driver you're just waiting for
deliveries...so I started helping around the kitchen and
throwing some pizzas. They didn't want you around
because you got in the way, but I hung around
anyway," he said.
"Then three years ago I decided it was time for me
to start learning how to do this."
DELIVERING PIZZAS provides Wilson's major income as a student, but he says, "I'm in pretty much
everything at Pisanello's."

continued on page 3

Militants threaten to kill hostages if U.S. military used
By The Associated Press
The young radicals holding 50
Americans in Tehran threatened
yesterday to bum the U.S. Embassy
and kill their hostages if the United
States tries "even the smallest"
military move against Iran.
The Carter administration is hinting
at a possible naval blockade of Iran if
the hostages are not freed. But in
Washington and other world capitals
Wednesday, American diplomats
sought the help of U.S. allies in a
broader program to punish Iran
economically, a program they say

could make tougher moves unnecessary.
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
summoned ambassadors from 20 nations to the State Department to present the U.S. case, and foreign
ministers of West European nations
were gathering in Portugal for consultations on the crisis.
West European and other nations
were considering taking action with
the United States, but any decision
might be weeks away.
IRAN, MEANWHILE, was also in-

tensifying its showdown with
neighboring Iraq. Iranian Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh told a
Tehran news conference Iran has
"decided to overthrow" the Iraqi
government of President Saddam
Hussein, whom he accused of being
"America's agent."
Border tension between the two
countries has heightened since the
revolutionary victory in Iran 14 months ago, and it flared into reported
frontier skirmishes this week.
The embassy hostages were midway through their 23rd week of cap-

States that if it undertakes even the
smallest military intervention in Iran
IN ANNOUNCING a U.S. economic we will kill all the spy hostages
embargo and a break in diplomatic together and we emphatically warn
relations Monday, Carter warned that the respected U.S. nation that the
"other actions" against Iran might criminals of the U.S. administration
become necessary. He reportedly is will be directly responsible for such
considering a blockade or the mining an event."
The militants later told a Western
of Iranian ports to cut off economic
reporter in Tehran that by "spy
lifelines.
The embassy militants issued a hostages" they meant all of their capstatement yesterday, read on Tehran tives.
CM A STATEMENT reported by the
Radio, declaring, "In the name of God
the avenger we plainly warn the news agency Pars, the militants said
criminal government of the United they would "burn into ashes the spy
tivity in Tehran.

hostages and the building they are living in if we see any suspicious
military move or the least military attack by the U.S. against the territory
of Iran."
IRANIAN REVOLUTIONARY
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
said earlier this week he approved of
permitting visits to the hostages, and
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr said
he favored naming an observer to
oversee their living conditions. Ghotbzadeh said he personally favors allowing the hostages' families to visit
them.
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The OU Post, television reruns and assorted ironies
These days, there's so much happening that you have to sit down and
think about everything. It never
ceases to amaze me that no matter
how bad things get, life seems to continue at a hectic and often times
humorous pace.
A press release came across the
desk of our managing editor, John
Lammers, and reluctantly, he passed
it on to me.
The release came from the Young
Women's Christian Association in
Toledo. It was simple. It said: The
Young Women's Christian Association
will sponsor a trip to the Fisher
Theater in Detroit to see "The Best
Little Whorehouse in Texas."
Another item, again submitted

and gals.
Just arrived in the mail today, The
Post's April 1st edition. It's called the
Athens Enquirer. On the front page is
a story linking Sen. Edward Kennedy
Gary Benz
with the OU Vice-President and Dean
stall reporter
of Students in Chappaquiddick II.
Other headlines included: Parchesi
reluctantly by Lammers, perhaps he better than sex; I'm the Pope's baby,
has a more acute sense of the bizarre 11 trampled at Slim Whitman concert
than I, appeared in Ohio University's and Cancer is good for you. What a
bunch of cutups.
student newspaper, The Post.

focus

However, these guys have proved
YOU SEE, The Post was this Year's
Region IV Mark of Excellence winner that they can be funny on a daily
in the overall best newspaper com- basis, not just on April Fool's Day (a
petition. And let me tell you, they real- very apropos title). Last week they usly deserved it. That group down there ed a piece of filler that said: "If you
in Athens are a bunch of funny guys play the song Una Paloma Blanca

backwards, you hear the morbid intonation Slim is dead (referring to
that gifted singer/guitarist Slim
Whitman-he's had more songs on the
charts than even Elvis or The
Beatles)."
Another headline in The Post for a
story about athletic equipment read
"Balls said the queen, if I had balls I
would be King." Now that's funny.
I WAS watching the cable, no actually I was watching the TV, and at 7
p.m. I observed an unbelievable
phenomena-on three different channels there were three different
episodes of MASH. Also, at 6:30 p.m.
there were four channels that carried
Sanford and Son, and at 7 p.m. still

two other channels showed Fred and
Lamont. Makes one wonder-if the
show is so popular in reruns, how
come it was cancelled? I guess now's
the time to buy that Betamax.
Was going through last spring's
News' and spotted an interesting
item. It seems that one of those charged with receiving stolen property in
the exam scam also ran for the position of Academic Affairs Coordinator
of the Student Government Association last year.
That person, charged with receiving
two University keys and an examination, stressed in his campaign that he
wants to implement time management, study skills and career planning

for students. "A lot of students don't
know how to study," he said. Betcha
he could teach us a couple of things
about studying and getting good
grades and good jobs, right business
students?
Sorry to hear about Dorothy
Fuldheim getting creamed in the face
with a vanilla cream pie. Seems as
though she wants to keep a low profile
after the incident because she cancelled her Journalism Week speech here.
Maybe if we can fly in Ed and Doc and
play stump the band, she might show
up.
THIS PLACE is really buzzing, gotta go.

opinion,
Fans are losers
in baseball battle
There's something wrong this spring. At this time of just
about any other year, a large number of Americans
would be sitting around their homes and talking about
baseball.
Now, in the spring, talking about baseball means fantasizing. In the spring, guys uke Angel Bravo, Angel Hermoso, Gene Lamont, Roger Repoz and Roger Freed are
potential all-stars, and each fan's team looks like a sure
shot for the pennant.
But those were past springs. This year the talk is of
mediators, negotiations and strikes-not strikes as opposed
to balls, but strikes as in not showing up for work.
A strike has been threatened for most of this year since
the contract between the team owners and the players
union ran out Dec. 31.
The major point being debated is that of compensation
for free agents. Under the old agreement, any six-year
veteran of the major leagues could leave his team when his
contract expired and sign with the highest bidder.
This was agreed upon by both sides in their 1976 contract.
The result was that guys like Rennie Stennett and Andy
Hassler, who are walking definitions of mediocrity, are
receiving million dollar contracts through the free agent
market.
Owners have been embarrassed and stung financially by
the big contracts and of the failures of those players.
So, they have fought back in the new negotiations,
demanding compensation from a team that signs a player
from their team.
The players have rejected that as non-negotiable. They
are not about to give up something they earned in an
earlier contract.
The owners are demanding a great deal, and the players
are in a position where they can't budge. It's a stalemate.
This is not to imply that the owners and fans are plunging
headlong into financial disaster. The owners have a insurance policy that guarantees the 26 teams $1 million a
day after two weeks of a strike. The strike could increase
the profits of some teams.
Tne players aren't going broke. They plan to play the
regular season games UD until May 22, when they have
earned enough money to hold them over during a strike.
A strike then would hurt the owners most, for the big
Memorial Day crowds and when the games are starting to
be televised.
The only one forgotten in this squabble are the meal
tickets, the fans. We buy tickets. The owners get rich. The
players see that and want more. To pay the players, the
owners raise prices and we keep buying.
The owners keep their profit margins, the players keep
getting more and we keep paying more.
The owners must realize that things can't be the way
they used to be, when they treated the players like property. The players, however, must realize that the limit on
ballooning salaries has come.
If a strike comes, both the owners and players just might
find out the world revolves without their games. A strike
can be very long and lonely if no one cares if you come
back.
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How to cope with those regrettable facts of life
If the best things in life are free,
then it is the little picky things beyond
your control which make you jump off
the nearest bridge.
The big crises I can handle, like running out of brewskis mid-way through
the weekend, opening my drawer and
finding no clean underwear, or having
to spend Memorial Day weekend in
Bowling Green, the cultural center of
Ohio.
It's those damned little nuisances
which create havoc with my life;
those regrettable facts of life which
cause a voice deep in my soul to yell,
"Take it all out on someone or
something. Hey, go roust an eightyear-old at the Ice Arena this
weekend."
I was really plagued by this problem. I was depressed, quiet,
withdrawn and refused to make my
bed or do any of the cooking at my
apartment. Then I came up with a
sure-fire remedy for those little pains
in the glutious maximus- make a list
of pains, study it a while and decide if
it really is worth brooding over such
insignificant matters. Here are a few
of my own.
DON'T YOU regret that God, in all
his infinite wisdom and power, fell to
temptation and created cowboy hats,
then had the gall to make people who
think wearing them inside is cool.
Why is it that artists like Bruce Springsteen, Warren Zevon, Bad Company, Slim Whitman and the Eagles
take two, three, or even four years
between releases.
Why does it seem like the most time

respond
If you would like to comment on
something in the news or anything
of student interest, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your addresss and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

focus

Keith Jameson
news editor

spent between releasing a new disco
album is only 27 minutes.
One thing I really regret is the fear I
feel whenever I'm working late at the
News and have to use the bathroom in
University Hall. It always seems that
the stalls are being used at the oddest
hours of the evening.
WHAT REALLY slays me is that
discos or quasi-discos are the only
place you can see and/or meet an
abundance of cute girls.
Having a ravenous roommate
(nicknamed Slim, who is not related
to Whitman) who drives up the cost of
the weekly groceries by at least SO
percent. This is the roommate who
also manages to get splotches of baby

powder all over my side of the
dresser. I'm not used to having to dust
my change before I put it in my
pocket.
Isn't it a shame that people like Jimi
Hendrix and James Morrison, and
groups like the Byrds, the Doors, the
Animals and Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young are no longer around and intact. I really miss the '60s music.
What galls me is that it always
seems to be nice, warm and sunny
with lots of people frolicking in the sun
on the days I have to spend couped up
in the News. On the days I don't have
to work it seems like the area is experiencing a tornado warning.
I APOLOGIZE to all my friends for
going to a sorority formal. It was fun,
but the hassles of trying to explain
why an independent went to such a
function was too much.
I feel misunderstood because no one
really understands the News, its
reporters and editors, or our purpose.
People have a tendency to be very

close-minded.
I can't get used to reading columns
about other people's bitches.
There you have it- my list of my top
gripes and complaints. What is really
remarkable is that I feel really great
because all that pressure has been
relieved and I can face a whole new
day with a positive outlook.
IT CAN WORK for you, too. If
something, no matter how seemingly
insignificant, is bothering you, let it
all hang out, baby. (Don't take that
literally because you could come
across another problem known In
some sectors as a misdemeanor).
Any gripe which can be turned
around to do good cannot only help
you keep from becoming neurotic, but
it may be a rallying point for a cause
like "The Society to Stomp Cowboy
Hats," or "The Disco Defamation
League."
Now that I have had my say, maybe
that eight-year-old snot can rest
easily- at least for a while.

letters.
Reminders given
to basketball coaches
There are two points from Dave
Murphy's column (April 9) that I
would like to comment on. The first
point is that of positive reinforcement
for the players. Whether he is a star or
a substitute does not matter, praise is
needed.

DOONESBURY

Future coaches studying at the
University take note of what Murphy
said and remember it when the 12th
man on your basketball team seems to
be going through the motions during a
mid-season practice.
The second point concerns the gross
neglect of John Weinert and his
coaching staff for not providing
tickets to the Toledo game. This in-

competency is inexcusable and if I
were Murphy, I would have told
Weinert where to shove those endless
two-hour workouts and find someone
else.
Congratulations Murphy on having
more class than your coach and sticking it out for four years.
t

Dave Ball
777 ManviUe Rd.

by Garry Trudeau
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briefs,
Comic operetta at Kobacker

Free skating competition
The 13th Annual Free Skating Competition, sponsored by the Bowling Green and BGSU Skating Clubs,
will be held today from 7-11 p.m. at the Ice Arena. The
event, which boasts more than 700 competitors, also
will be held from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday and Saturday, and from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday. It is free and
public. University student Harry Wing is scheduled to
appear Saturday afternoon. For more information call
372-2365.

WICI to elect officers
Women in Communications,Inc. will elect new officers today at 7 p.m. in 400 Moseley Hall. All members
are asked to attend.

Bloodmobile's last day
Today is the last day the American Red Cross Bloodmobile will be in the Grand Ballroom, Union, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Call for an appointment at 372-2775.

Gilbert and Sullivan's comic operetta "Ruddigore"
will be presented April 10-13 at Kobacker Hall, Musical
Arts Center at 8 p.m. A matinee performance will be
held Sunday at 2 p.m. Presented by the Union Activities Organization in cooperation with the College of
Musical Arts and the University Theatre, the student
production is being directed by sophmore Tom McSweeney and produced by graduate student B.J.
Whitehouse, also the musical director.
Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for students and $1 for
University students with I.D. Children under 12 and
those 65 years and older will be admitted free.
At tonight's production, patrons can buy two tickets
for the price of one.

Folksinger at Side Door
Folksinger Charlie Wiener will entertain today and
Friday in the Side Door of the Union from 8 to 11 p.m.
Admission is $1. The event is sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization coffeehouse committee.

Flying club meeting
The BGSU Flying Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. in 102
Business Administration Bldg. The meeting is free and
public. For more information call 372-6667.

Performing Dancers concert
The University Performing Dancers will be in concert today, Friday, and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium, University Hall. Tickets will be available
at the door. Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for
students.

BSU meeting
The Black Student Union will meet in the Amani
Room today at 7:30 p.m. The Meeting is public.

ACG F A j^pfsn
publications will be funded from an
escrow account administered by the
president, Eakin explained.

dent activities and organizations by
that date.

THE ACCOUNT will be established
for two years, at the end of which the
publications should be self-sufficient,
he said.
Although the Big Five budgets
should be ready for review at the
trustees' next meeting because of
the new procedure, ACGFA will not
have issued recommendations for stu-

Consequently, ACGFA will be asked
to make a recommendation to the
board that a lump sum be reserved
from the general fees to fund student
activities and organizations, Eakin
said.
ACGFA then will conduct its usual
budget hearings, recommending
allocations from that pool of funds.
Last year, about $208,000 was

pizza

allocated for 1979-80 for those student
groups, Eakin said.
The committee's recommendations
will go, as usual, to the president for
approval, he added.
Although he did not disclose the Big
Five's preliminary budget requests,
Eakin said he expects them to be
higher than last year's.
"They're all subject to the kinds of
inflationary pressures as the whole
University and the whole economy,"
he explained.

from page 1

Aside from his flipping laurels, Wilson prides
himself as being considered "the best driver around."
Smoothness in handling change, calling people on
dorm phones and knowing traffic pattern, including
where to avoid crowds of student pedestrians, are
aspects of the delivery profession Wilson says are the
most important to master.
"I've got this thing on who's going to deliver more
pizzas that keeps everyone trying to Hunk oTways to

deliver faster," he said.
Wilson recalled receiving a standing ovation from
residents of Roger's quad when he went out of his way
to deliver a pizza. He said he puts forth his best effort
to accommodate students and make service more convenient for them.
"Even with a rinky-dink job there's some satisfaction," he said.

Dieting:
Profs say fads can be dangerous
by Kim Van Wert
staff reporter

Spring fever has become an
epidemic on campus, and with it has
emerged the ever-pressing desire to
lose weight and fit into shorts, now
rapidly replacing pants.
More conscious of their weight this
time of year, students traditionally
adjust their taste buds to various "fad
diets," most of which can be
dangerous, Dr. Janet Lewis, coordinator of nutrition education, said.
Common diet plans, heavily advertised in newspapers and magazines
during the spring are "The NY Times
Natural Foods Diet," "Fat Free
Forever Diet," "Born Again Body
Diet" and various soup and yogart
diets.
The popularity of fad diets survives
because of claims of "instant satisfaction," Lewis said. "People want a
crutch to lean on and a diet plan provides just that."
THESE DIETS may initially allow
people to lose weight quickly, but fat
is not ail that is lost-a large portion of
the weight is water and lean body
mass, she said.
As the label connotes, fad diets tend
to "come and go" and can become
monotonous, Dr. Sooja Kim, assistant
professor of home economics, said.
"People usually don't stay on them
long enough to do any harm to
themselves. If you do go on a fad diet,
you will eventually go off of it," Lewis
said.
Ninety percent of the weight lost
during a fad diet is regained when a
person returns to his normal eating
patterns, she added.
KIM SAID that people "grab fatty
foods they were deprived of during the
diet."
Students obsessed with losing
weight may develop Anorexia Nervosa, a physiological and
psychological problem most common
among teens. It is characterized by a
complete loss of appetite and can lead
to the loss of a great deal of weight,
she said.
Food is subconsciously transformed
into fat in a person's mind, Kim explained.
Lewis said, "A person is unable to
look at his body in a mirror realistically."
Resorting to fad diets may result

from societal pressures, Lewis said,
citing as an example the cultural ideal
of slim figures for women.
MEN MAY try to lose weight quickly to achieve a goal such as making
the wrestling team, Kim added.
People may "Literally become skin
and bones" because of this problem,
and teenagers can "mess up their
metabolism during their important
growing stage," she continued.
There have been University
students with this problem. "The
campus is not immune to it," Lewis
said.
loneliness, associated with isolation, can cause the same problem
among older people.
Kim noted that elderly people may
feel useless and economically
threatened, resulting in a loss of appetite. She called this "silent
suicide".
PEOPLE WITH Anorexia Nervosa
should see a psychologist or
psychiatrist and consult with a nutritionist or dietitian, Kim said.
However, many cases are not
reported because of the general fear
of psychologists, said Eve Blask, Student Health Center psychologist.
"People are afraid to talk about
their problem and don't want to be
associated with a psychologist for fear
of what others will say," she said.
According to Kim, the best diet involves behavior modification. Eating
habits must change gradually, not
rapidly, and involve cutting down on
food intake, she said.
"TO TAKE off weight and keep it
off, lifetime eating patterns must
change," Lewis said, stressing the importance of choosing foods from the
four basic food groups: milk, meat,
vegetables and fruits, and breads and
cereals.
There is a normal decrease in a persons metabolism past age 22, which
can result in a gradual weight gain
with the consumption of the same
amount of calories taken in, I,ewis
noted.
"There is no time like the present to
change eating patterns," she said.
"Habits are difficult to break."
Whether gaining, losing or keeping
a stable weight is desired, calories
burned up in exercise and activity
must be taken into account.
"EVERYONE HAS

a different

metabolism rate and some people
must cut back on food more than
others in order to lose weight," Lewis
said.
An average range of calories
women can consume each day and
still lose weight is 1,000-1,500; for men,
the range is 1,200-1,500, according to
Lewis.
A 1,000 calorie diet would include
four servings from the fruit and
vegetable group, four from the bread
group two from each of the milk and
fat groups, and five ounces of meat,
she said.
"The problem is learning where the
calories are," Lewis said, noting that
it is not the lettuce, but dressing,
which can make a salad fattening.
One tablespoon of french dressing is
equivalent to one fat serving, she said.
A SAFE amount of weight to lose
per week is 1-2 pounds, Lewis continued "A person must cut out 500
calories a day for every pound he
wants to lose each week."
Exercise must be coupled with a
diet to speed up the weight-losing process, as well as to tone up body
muscles, Kim said.
However, contrary to some popular
beliefs, an exercising device alone
will not take off pounds-it is eating
fewer calories that reduces excess
weight. Also, although steambaths
reduce a person's water-weight temporarily, they do not eliminate
calories, a nutrition publication
states.
Keeping track of everything that is
eaten, and when and why it is eaten,
may point to eating patterns that can
cause a weight problem, Blask, who
ran a weight-reducing clinic, said. "It
is when a person realizes that there is
a problem that it can be modified."
A PfflLOSOPHY of the advertised
Weight-Watchers diet is to choose
food that fits a person's background
and culture, and which establishes "a
diet that a person can live with,"
Lewis said.
"A person should be able to eat an
occasional 'no-no' if he makes up for it
the next day," Blask said.
Lewis added that "An occasional
splurge is permissible if appropriate
physical activity accompanies it."
Information and pamphlets on
dieting and nutrition are available at
the Well, located on the second floor of
the Health Center.

Check With Us!
YOU MAY BE PAYING TOO MUCH TO
MAINTAIN YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT

No Service Charge Checking
Not all banks are the same at the end of the month. We think
the bottom line in serving our banking customers is providing the best service
That's why we're offering No Service Charge Checking to our Personal Checking Account customers

Here's all you do:
1. Keep a minimum monthly balance of $200 in your
Huntington Checking Account
OR
2. Keep a minimum monthly balance of $500 in your
Huntington Savings Account
AND
3. Pay for your check printing charges

#

Hunhngton
Banks

If you do not maintain either ot these minimum balances
the service charges are 75? a month plus 7t 'or each
• check written
• check deposited
• Pay-by-Phone transaction
• Handy-Bank transaction
• Savings To Checking Transfer
• automatic payment
But if you do maintain either of these minimum
balances, you won t pay any checking account
service charges If you want to maintain a savings
account minimum to qualify for No Service Charge
Checking, just come in to any Huntington office or
call us We need lo know which savings account
you wish to use

STOPBY
ANYOFOUR
CONVENIENT OFFICES
AND WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU

An Entertainment Utility
ADMISSION ONLY $2.00
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00
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Trauth new head of radio-TV-film department
Iowa where she earned her doctorate
in mass communications. She also
was feature editor of the student
Helping students cope with rapidly newspaper.
changing communications technology
Trauth helped establish an educais one of the goals of Dr. Denise M.
Trauth, newly elected director of the tional television station for the
University of Tulsa and was responsiradio-television-film department.
Trauth has been at the University
for three years. She worked first as an
assistant professor of speech communication and then as assistant
director of the School of Speech Communication, a post she will leave
because of her new position.
by David Drake
stall writer

already have been started. One of
these is industrial television, which includes the production of training and
sales films made for corporations.
"There is a lot of money, growth
potential and opportunities for
students in this area," she said.

"I've always loved writing...I don't
remember ever wanting to be anything but a
journalist when I was a little kid."

"I've always loved writing," Trauth
said. "I don't remember ever wanting
to be anything but a journalist when I ble for its programming. She also
was a little kid.
spent much of her time writing for
"I don't know where I got this from. grants to fund the station.
No one else in my family was ever a
The switch from print to electronic
writer," she added.
journalism was not as difficult as
Trauth attended the College of might be imagined, Trauth said.
Mount St. Joseph in Cincinnati where
she earned a bachelor of arts in "MOST OF my time producing was
spent scriptwriting," she said.
English literature.
Writing is just as important an eleAFTER TEACHING high school ment in broadcasting as it is in print,
English for two years, Trauth attend- she added.
ed Ohio State University and received
As director of the r-TV-f departher master's degree in journalism.
ment, Trauth said she hopes to
She then attended the University of develop some of the programs that

Trauth said that the department is
planning an industrial television
course for fall quarter.
ANOTHER AREA in which she has
worked is the cooperative education
program, which gives students an opportunity to alternate a quarter of
classes with a quarter of work in a
field related to their major.
"Our program is ideal for this kind
of experience," she said.
Trauth also said the doctoral program is being reviewed to meet the

changing needs of students and
employers.
"Traditionally, doctoral students
have gone into teaching, where the
market is still very good, but now stations are looking for persons with doctorates to be general managers," she
said.
TRAUTH SEES flexibility as one of
the most important things a student
can be taught.
"Technology is going through intense revolution, especially video.
There are statistics that 50 percent of
the gross national product is being invested in information. Of course, that
includes more than the media, but it is
still a tremendous amount." she said.
"The distance between print and
electronic media is shrinking," she
said. "Already newspapers are being
delivered by cable and satellite.
"It's not important to learn
specifics except for a person's first
job. It's important to train them for
the possibilities," Trauth said.
She said that students with a varied
background are more versatile and
better able to make future career
changes.

stall photo by Dale Omori
Or. Denise Trauth

Future SGA members to evaluate present projects
by Mary Alice Hentges
stall reporter

The evaluation of surveys dealing
with English 111 and 112 will be completed next week, Raymond W.
Braun, SGA academic affairs coordinator, said.
The implementation of photo IDs is
still undecided, pending a decision by
Library officials as to what system
would best suit University needs,
Zinicola said.

nounced an increase in Ohio Student
Association dues from $20-$150 per
school. A motion to appropriate funds
for OSA dues was passed unanimouslyFirst readings were given to two
constitutional changes which will be
voted on at next week's SGA meeting.
The first proposal deals with the implementation of an Organizational
Development Committee which will
seek "to make SGA a more prominent
force at the University."

With their terms coming to an end
next week, Student Government
Association members last night
discussed several projects initiated
this year.
Some projects, such as Dial-a-Ride,
Gripe Vine and Escort Service, will
have to be evaluated by next year's
administration and implemented as
they see fit, Michael D. Zinicola, SGA MARK E. KRACH, SGA state and
president, said.
community affairs coordinator, an-

THE OHIO NATIONAL GUARD
HAS SEVERAL PROGRAMS
THAT WILL BE HARD TO MATCH
For More Information
Call Sgt. Dave Lary 352-3130
or Sgt. Gill 353-8821

Each guar'dmember, man and
woman, is a citizen soldier working
a parttime job one weekend a
month in a local Ohio community,
and spending 15 days annual training each summer usually in the
United States, but occassionally
overseas in such countries as Germany and England.

LET US PAY YOUR WAY
TO COLLEGE
The Ohio National Guard can
provide tuition assistance lor your
college education (4 year college, 2
year college, technical college,
etc.) Under State House Bill 228.
any enlisted member of the Ohio
National Guard who is a resident
of Ohio and enlists, re-enlists or
extends his or her current enlistment for six years is eligible lor
the following tuition assistance:
Cost of tuition and general fees
to any state university ol college.
The equivalent of the average
state university tuition
(approximately $960 per year) at
any institution of higher learning
recognized by the Ohio Board of
Regents.
In order to be eligible for this tuition assistance program an individual must be a full-time (12
hour minimum) undergraduate student. An individual can receive up
to 8 semesters or 12 quarters of
educational assistance
(approximately tour academic
years).

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
VETERANS

The committee, which would be
composed of a chairman, one SGA
senator, one SGA executive officer,
the Elections and Opinions Board
chairman, the Publicity Board chairman, a senior student majoring in interpersonal communications or
management and a senior majoring in
public relations or marketing, would
present information on SGA to all
University dorms and major
organizations, Braun said.
ACCORDING TO the proposal, the

committee also would work within
SGA to help strengthen internal communications.
Also proposed at last night's
meeting was the formation of a Peer
Advising Board which would organize
and implement future peer advising
programs. This year's peer advising
was available to students only during
partial scheduling, Braun said.
The Peer Advising Board would be
the duty of the Academic Affairs Coordinator and would work closely with

the Academic Affairs Board, he said.
The William P. Jerome Award,
presented to the administrator who
has contributed the most assistance to
SGA, was voted on by SGA senators.
Nominated for the award were
William R. Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security, University
Regitrar Cary Brewer and Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost of institutional planning and student affairs. Results of the vote will be announced next Thursday, Zinicola said.

Big
taste.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Free college tuition-up to 4 yearsthrough the Ohio Guard's unique
Scholarship Program. The program also
covers most two year vocational
schools and extension courses.
-Ohio National Guard Association
Scholarships available to all ONG
members and their dependents.
-SGLI $20,000 full coverage for $3.00
per mo ONGA and ONGEA insurance
coverage also available.
-On Ihe job health benefits (emergency
medical, dental and pharmaceutical).
-Free meals at meetings
PX benefits (day to day)
•■Promotions-personal and professional
recognition.
Business Contacts.
•■Free innoculations.
■ Marksmanship Program-The Ohio
Guard has some ot the top shooters in
the nation.
-May qualify tor full time employment
in Ihe National Guard Technician Program.
Legal assistance and counseling.
-On the job disability coverage
(medical costs and tull military pay and
allowances with approved line of duty).
-Opportunity for management
background through leadership training.
-Free aptitude testing.
-Free physical exams.
-Military education may enhance the
Guardmember's civilian position
through service schools and extension
courses.
-Receive college credits lor military
training and experience
-Monthly pay checks.
SPLIT TRAINING OPTION -Work clothes provided tor Guard
We don't want to break up your duties
-Community contacts.
academic career, and we can offer -Source for resume referrals may be
two guaranteed summer jobs
found in association with other unit
through this program.
members.
Students who are interested in
-Tax deductions-advantages (Federal
college, whether they're taking ad- and State).
-Skill training.
vantage ol House Bill 228 or not,
-$50 per day for State Active Duty
can take basic combat training
(BCT) lor 8 weeks during one sum- under emergency situations (recently
bossted by passage of H.B. 1104 in
mer and take their advanced inOhio Legislature).
dividual training (AIT) the following
summer with no interruption of the
normal academic year.

Veterans with existing military
skills are needed by the Ohio Army
National Guard. You can retain the
rank last held while on active duty
and therefore qualify for a higher
rate of pay on your monthly drill
checks and annual training checks.
Qualified veterans have the opportunity to receive college tuition
assistance plus any federal Gl bill
benefits to which they're entitled.
Why throw military experience
away? We need it and want it.
We're willing to give a college
education and a good hourly wage
to benefit from your military experience.

New
Chopped
Beefsteak Sandwich
. 100% pure beef
• topped with slivers of real onion
• special blended steak sauce on the side
• toasted french roll
big taste in every bite

OHIO NATIONAL GUARD
OPEN HOUSE

At participating McDonald's

Sunday noon-4 p.m.

I

212 E. Wooster St.
(Across from the Ross Motel)

I McDonald's

W

■

I
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THINK ABOUT IT!
*
•
*
•

GET PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST
ENHANCE YOUR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
EARN MONEY WHILE LEARNING--ON-THE-JOB
EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT (Subject to departmental approval)
THINK ABOUT a COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION position in business,
industry, government, or the nonprofit sector, where you have the
unique opportunity to Integrate
classroom theory with practical onthe-job experience. The Bowling
Green State University
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM allows you to pursue career

goals, obtain solid, practical experience in your field of Interest,
earn academic credit (subject to
departmental approval)-all while
earning a fair wage to help meet
personal and college expenses.
These positions are not internships, but a series of alternating or
parallel assignments, for a minimum
of two quarters.

INTERESTED STUDENTS SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR
THESE POSITIONS AVAILABLE SUMMER QUARTER:
2

1
Organlzatloni Local Cosiness Enierprise
Position Avalloble: Marketing Co-op
Pay Roto: $560-680/month. to start

3

Organization: Commercial Agricultural
Research
Position Available: Research Technician
Pay Koto: $694 40/month

Organlzatloni Lorge Steel Company
Position Available:
Requires D.S. in
Engineering, Math, or Science; Master's
or Ph.D. in Operations Research,
Management Science, or Quantitative
Business Analysis.
Pay Koto: $ 1,000/month

Organization:
Cleveland Area Park
System
Positions Available: Stable Asst Public
Information Co-op, Graphic Design Coop
Poy Rate:
$520/month. first assign
$5607month, second assign.

8

7

6

4

Organization: Secret Service Orgonizotion

Position Available: Plant Protection Coop
Pay Rate: $600/month

9

Organization! Local Research Firm
Position Available! Chemist Aid
Poy Rate: $840/month

..

Organization:
Federal Government
Agency
Position Available:
Traineeengineering and industrial hygiene
Pay Roto: $741.66 to 833.33/month

13

Organization:
Major Toledo Area
Retailer
Position Available:
Apprentice Asst
Quyer, apprentice Asst Mgr,
Pay Rate: $742 50

Organization: Mojor National Retailing
Corporation
Position Available:
Management
Trainee, Any Mojor
Poy Rate: $585-630/month. plus commission

Organization: Mojor Oil Company
Position Available: Photographer
Poy Rotoi Determined by grade level
ond experience

10
Organization: Convalescent Center
Position Available:
Assistant Nurse,
Medical Technician, or Gerontologist
Poy Rate: $840/month

j

12

11

Organization: Local Nursery
Position Available: Nursery Assistont.
sales and plant propagation
Poy Rate: $640/month

5

14

Organization! Service Parts Group
Position Available!
Graphic Coordinator
Pay Rote: $800/month

Organization:
Federal Government
Agency in N.W. Ohio
Position Available: Claims Representative. Any Major
•
Pay Rote:
$772.80/month to start,
$864/month after first 6 mo ossign.

15
Organization: Major Toledo Areo corporation
Position Available: Student Trainee in
Accounting
Pay Rote: $850-935/month, depending on year in school

17

16
Organization! Local Corporation
Position Available! Technical Writer
Pay Rate: $1.057.'month

Organlzatloni Cleveland Area P erforming Arts Center
Position Available: Marketing In ern
Poy Rote: $200 total plus trov el ond
lunches

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, CONSIDER IT.
IT COULD BE ONE OF THE SMARTEST MOVES YOU'LL EVER MAKE.

If you are interested in these positions or one designed
specifically for your individual needs, please call or stop by the
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFICE to schedule
interviews, or obtain additional information.

THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
220ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
372-2451
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elsewhere
Caused by the two states' high-sulphur coal

Ohio and Illinois balk at efforts to control 'Acid Rain'

WASHINGTON (AP) - Representatives of the coal producing states of the Midwest balked yesterday at efforts
to persuade them to accept tighter air pollution controls
in an effort to diminish the threat of acid rain.
Representatives from Illinois said the controls would
be politically unacceptable. Ohio's spokesman said no
one has proved that acid rain is harmful.
"The role that was outlined today by Illinois and Ohio
does lend credence to the idea that we sit at opposite ends
of the pole," said Robert Flacke, the New York representative.
"New Jersey and the rest of the Northeast have reached the limit," said Jerry Fitzgerald English, representing New Jersey. She said sulfur dioxide emissions from
Ohio alone almost equal those of New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania combined.
"WE SHOULD have an equality of sacrifice," said
Stanley Pac of Connecticut. "We're all Americans. Let's
share the burden. The natural resources of this country

}

7980-81

J

? FREDDIE FALCON i

More states are changing service work for incarceration
MOUNT HOLLY, N.J. (AP) - Anne Yanik, 50 years old
and suffering from terminal uterine cancer, stabbed and
killed her drunken husband with a kitchen knife after he
hit and cursed her once too often.
Convicted of manslaughter, she could have Been
sentenced to 10 years in prison.
But Mrs. Yanik never went to prison. In February,
Superior Court Judge Paul Kramer ordered her instead
to spend three years working full-time for a local
hospital, counseling other cancer victims.
Kramer's order was among dozens of similar sentences

handed down since September, when va new state
criminal code allowed judges to sentence people to community service work rather than jail.
MRS. YANK'S sentence surprised both her defense attorney and prosecutor, but Kramer said it was
"classically appropriate."
"She had led a life of hell for 24 years," he said. "On the
other hand, you cannot have open season on husbands."
Kramer said community service allows judges to impose something short of jail, yet more severe than a fine
or probation.

Blazers

*
*

J*
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Due NOW

'44.99
THR LkOfiBT 105 S. Main

It 5 fJR.

352-9802

PERMANENT
TEXTURIZED
DESIGN

WALK a little SAVE a lot

Iran TV reports
battle with Iraq
Iranian television said yesterday an air battle broke
out over the Iran-Iraq border as the dispute between the
two countries worsened.
Earlier in the day, Iranian Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh was quoted as saying "we have decided to
overthrow the Baathist regime of Iraq/'
The statement, carried by Tehran Radio, quoted the
foreign minister as saying Iran would defend itself
against Iraqi military attacks and sabotage.
In Baghdad, the official Iraqi news agency said Iraqi
security forces had uncovered a plan for subversion
backed by Iran but involving local elements.
THE PRESIDENT of Iraq's revolutionary council,
Moslem Hadi, was quoted as saying members of an Iraqi
extremist party had confessed to meeting in QOM with
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's revolutionary
leader, and had agreed to a plan "for cooperation to
carry out broad subversive acts in Iraq."

20% OFF

* +++++*■+*■++++++++++++

NOWTHtU ML 121

forest apartments
*M Nopol«o« Road
■owlma Gt—n. Ohio <a*W

Junior

Splecled styles of spring blazers (or
luniors. Linen blazers in assorted
from Raspini
basic colors; seersucker blazers
m assorted stripes. Sizes s 11
Regular $59 and $60

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE

"PROBATION means very little," he said. "Probation
is not a sufficient curtailment of their liberty." Community service, by comparison, may be "demeaning,
degrading," like scrubbing floors at a public facility, he
said.

By The Associated Press

EASTER SALE

FREIDA FALCON
April 10 in 405 Student Services t

drinking water supplies.
Because the acid drifts across state lines and international boundaries, affecting mostly the Northeast and
Canada, officials of the federal Environmental Protection Agency called the conference in hopes of finding a
strategy for dealing with it.

Option:

Linen & Seersucker

*
*

*

fish in hundreds of lakes in Canada and the northeastern
United States.
SCIENTISTS told representatives from almost 30
states at the opening session Tuesday the acid may have
serious effects on crops and on the vast forests of the Northeast. In the long run, they said, it may also affect some

&

*
*
*

belong to all of us."
The comments came in a two-day conference on acid
rain, the airborne solutions of sulfuric acid and nitric acid
formed from sulfur and nitrogen oxides released in the
burning of fossil fuels, principally coal.
Acid rain, drifting with the winds, is blamed for killing

WITHTMHAD.

WOMEN.
YOU'RE
EQUAL IN
THE AIR
FORCE.

««idVii Manooar
Wioo* 3M-MT*

a design perm plus
a precision haircut
•quali
a beautiful
personalized hair
design.

I

Furnished Apt.

9 mo. lease $325.00

Stop in today; the
consultation is
free.

HOURS
Mon.-Thyrs.

8a.m.-8p.m.

.the.
ARRANGFMFNT
Friday

8a.m.-4p.m.

Saturday

par rrtonH

including gas heat

123 E. Court

VotcUct** Kitty (}*mfi**q

9a.m.-3p.m.

352-4101

Appointments not always necessary.

319 E.WOOSTER STREET
We use ond recommend

PHONE 353-3641

680 am

«REDKEN;

WFAL

Women start out on the sjnw fnoliruj n ■"*■■> "< An I ofOI
ROTC Women ww the same majnifl and hold thv same
tadel postttont in AFKOTC 11M a> tbev do later <*» ■>' Air
thorn
And thv wnv AffiOTC icholarsrHf) can ha v<*ir- a* a
woman II woo ojuatiiv you CM haw UOUf luilHm. OOuk COsli
and lab lees paid bv tin* An FoiC*. and uxeive ilOOamonlh
lo« other expense* It hvlps luv you to cuncanlratf on you
•-dui.it.on And that'-, important
A. .m Ait Fore* of fed youlbvtfkpvcied louwyoui Iran
imj and education and bv a leader managing, peopk- and
lompk-H tytKmi YouII be handed nw UtMl r,>-j*>nsibililv
-t,iriiT»j with vuur tiisl f«>b
It's .i i|n-,)i way lo I"' woual ind i grwl «^v to xnv* you
..-intrv Check into the AIROTC program .it vow i.imnuhV sun? mask anoul AlKOir bcholanmpi
yourruv bv
MpuH) yourwll cam an vncWng new lile-.tvkContort tb»
D«pt o* Aoroapoeo StuoWt

164 Mamoriol
Memorial Hot!
Hdl

\^ /svMJmnroirs!
ROTC

products

the am
that isn't

BLOW YOUR FACE OUT
with the J. GeMs Band on 680 am.
Sunday at 10:00 p.m.
AN AFTER-PARTY PARTY?

DON'T STRETCH YOUR
NECK LOOKING FOR
APARTMENTS
- We Have The Place For You -

1980 Summer Rental .
Complexes:
516 E. Merry Ave
-Two bedroom apartment
-Furnished: $200 & elec.
-Unfurnished: $190 & elec.

The Saturday Night Request Party.

Frazee Ave. Apartments

22418

off

20%

8

a

.

shorts - tops - rompers - jogging sets
robes - dresses, etc.
All beautifully washable

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
"S*

foil ft* •••!•)•!•!'M

-Two bedroom
-Furnished: $200 & elec.

Spring fever is alive!

803 & 815 Eighth St.
-Two bedroom apartments
-Furnished: $200 & elec.

... and living
at the SRC Pro Shop

Willow House-830 4th St.
-One bedroom apartment
-Unfurnished: $160 & elec.

Qreenbriar Apts-215 E.
Poe Rd.

Substantial savings
on all spring/summer wear and accessories
A free frisbee to every 10th purchaser
now through Monday April 21
Come Alive with us!!

S>

Gateway to a greot way of lite.

Sure. From II p.m. to 3 a.m., make your requests count.

EVERYTHING TERRY

353-6093

-Efficiency: $100
-1 bedroom: $150
-1 bedroom, AC: $225

Ridge Manor-519 Ridge St.
•Two bedroom, furnished
-1 to 2 beople: $165
-3 to 4 people: $200

Houses and
Duplexes Also
Available

MAURER GREEN
REALTY
Call 352-0717
or stop by
224 E. Wooster

classified
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XlXIXIXiXiXIXIXiXIXI
Interested
girls-prepare
yourselves to meet "XI" best
sorority! See you real soon! XI
Sisters.

LOST * FOUND
Lost at Uptown. 4/5/80. light brn.
Ie»th«r lacket. S«ntlm«nt«l value.
Reward Pleas* call 352 2B1J.
Lost set of keys on large ring.
Desperately needed. Please call

Hurry on down to the B. A. Bldg t»
day 4, signup for the Marketing
Club Toronto Trip. The Initial

mstu.

deposit is SIS.00. Reservationa are
being taken from 11 00 3 00

Same Day Typesetting Service On
Most Jobs. Bring us Your Reports,
indexes. Manuals, Forms, Programs. Bulletins And Resumes as
Type Faces Available Call The
Flatlands Trader Newspaper:
352 3531

T shirts are also on sale for MOO.
Fashion Bug has a large selection
of classic sportswear at LOW
PRICES Famous maker Bobbie
Brooks. Lee. Cheeno. Candles a,
more. Adlacent to A a. P 1129 S
Main.

Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest
Fees Call Akron Women's Clinic
'oil tree. 1 100-363 9150.

1 M. looking for room or apt. tor
Spring Qtr, Call 37? 1093.
Looking tor M. rmte
school yr. Call 352 8850.

Do you like to fly? It you are crazy
f. feel like a bird then hang gilding
is tor you. Call the UAO office for
more info 372 2343.

parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority. Low cost. Fast Delivery.
Call Tim at 352 547»
RESUME
TYPESETTING
352 3531.
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET
What is Rush? It's fun. excitement
& meeting new friends Sign up for
Informal Sorority Rush & become
a part of it. Sign ups are Sunday,
April 13, 7 9 pm in the Student Ser
vice Forum.

1 F. rmte. needed for 80-81 school
yr $90 mo. plus utll. 1 blk. from
campus 352 2895.

SIGMA CHI
SIGMA CHI
SIGMA CHI

1 F. rmtes. for 80-81. 893.75 mo Indud utll., use of pool 8, party

No catchy names, no big money, no
great promises, no false smiles.
Just a realistic student, vote Dave
Woessner Sga President April

room, )SWWi
RESUME
TYPESETTING
MZ-W8S.

17th.

M or F. Rmte. needed. 890 mo.
plus elec. Close to campus.
1 F. rmte. for 1980-81. 890 mo. Nice
apt, on 5th St. Call 352-0838.

Eat In. carry out or delivery.

F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr. $90
mo. Clo— to camput. 352-5741.
:HELP-we need 1 or 2 F. rmtes, tor
,Spr Qtr. 890 mo. Apt. on 2nd St.

Merle Norman Cosmetics at KayAnn Beauty Shop. 124 w Wooster

Call 3541533.

357 3133.

We put your artwork on a Hanes
T Shirt at a very low price.
Western Reserve Screen print &
Alvln Carr 352 8503
BEAR, mis is a personal invite to
you to get
up Friday night on 2nd
floor. Bt Therel Slga.
TACOS, TACOS. TACOS. New addition at Sub Me Quick
65t

Move In today! 1 F. rmte. needed.
Good location, good price. 352 3871
or 423-3591 (call collect).

Annual Bike Auction! sponsored by
Charities Board Wed , April 16 in
Student Services Forum from 3:30
until all bikes are sold-All proceeds
go to charity.

M. rmtes. needed for Summer Qtr.
8. or 1980-81 yr. Wlnthrop Terrace
South Apts. On Napoleon Rd. 890 a
mo. unturn., less in summer If
there are 3 people. 2 bdrms.. 2
baths. Call Jerry I 352-01101.

Want to become involved?!? Come
to the organizations' Open House
Tuesday. April 15 110 31 In the
Forum, Student Services Bldg

2 F. rmtes. Piedmont Apts. 80-11
school yr. Call 372 4483 or 372 4394

HEY BETA LITTLE SIS'S,
Welcome back to school for
another exciting Spring Quarter.

Eat In or carry out only.
Mel Phi Mu Mom. Are you still
yearning for MR. Tight Pants? We
thought you had enough after play
mg Mr Piano Man's keyboard in
Flal The Fla. trio.
Denise congratulations on your
DG SAE lavaliering. It could not
have happened to a better person!
Love. Your Roomie. P.S. Happy
Belated Birthday.
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCE7
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET
WHAT IS A SUPERDANCBt

HELP WANTED
2 ambitious musicians who tired of
looking at their expensive equipment. If you are ready to lam get
your A in tune 4. call 372 5334. We
have the place, need the people.
Bass also.

Get ready for the B E T A 500, May 3
You're the greatest!! LOVE, the
Brothers
The J Gells Band It on WFAL's Artist Profile this Sunday at 10:00PM.
Tune In and listen.

on Thursday. April 10 from 8 9:30
pm For more information & rides
call Sandy 3541920.

formation.

The warmup tonight
will start It out right
And the good times will

OANCEI
Dance
Marathon into, meeting for all Interested dancers. April 15th, 7:30
pm. Kohl Hall main lounge. Come
help us light Muscular Dystrophy

BGSU SUPER

surely grow-the Alpha Slgs
To Dave Patterson; Congrats on
passing Acct. 222. we knew you

MARKETING CLUB PARTY

Mom Nightengale, you're the
greatest & we all love you. Your

MARKETING CLUB PARTY
MARKETING CLUB PARTV
April Ifjth See The Marketing Clubi
bullefiaboard In thaaVA. Bldg sir!

SGA Candidates: There will be a
mandatory candidate's meeting
Thursday, April 10, at 7:00 pm in
The Taft Room, union.

details.

•

'

Grand Opening Sale. Falcon
House April 7-12. Shirts A Jeans.
904 Wooster next to T.O.'s

.

CLEARANCE SALE now in pro
gross Fashion Bug 1129 S. Main.
Load up lor Spring & Summer

Spring Slimming Classes The
Shaklee Way starting Frl. April II.

Do you want outstanding students

10 a m 354 1791, call for more Info.

representing you in SGA? If you
do. vote SFS (Students for
Students) Ticket on April 17trt

WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET
WHAT IS A SUPEROANCET

Looking for good summer work?
Don't let the Spring become a
headache. Plan ahead For Info.,
send name, address. Phone I.
school you attend 8, a stamped,
self addressed envelope to: Summer Work. PO Box I05J, BG. OH.
CAREER SECRETARY
International Corporation seeking
a career. Bl lingual secretary who
it very proficient speaking s.
writing German. In this position
you co-ordinate business between
corporate
headquarters
8.
marketing operations in Germany.

A hijacker armed with
an automatic pistol seized
an American Airlines jet
with only its seven crew
members aboard in
California yesterday forcing the plane to take off for
Cuba, authorities said.
The plane made a brief
refueling stop in Texas

•stVQH,

Ontario Calif. International Airport at 7:58 a.m.
It had been scheduled to
depart at 8:15 a.m. for
Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport,
a
spokesman for the Federal
Aviation Administration in
Washington said.
The plane took off from
Ontario, a Southern
California city 35 miles

east of Los Angeles, at 8:37
a.m. It landed at DallasFort Worth Regional Airport in Grapevine, Texas.

READTHq
BG NEWS

TOLL FREE
9 o.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

l.isl* i V< ,il
l dm <• .1 IIM II
SWurdoy Ap.,1 l«

Live in the FRENCH HOUSE and win a
*
scholarship to study abroad!
Applicotions ore token for next Foil Quarter

'9* *ALE

l:0O-*:00|lm.
VaMranl Memorial Bids.
■owHng Gfeen City Pork
Coll
353 1735. 352-3648.

BRAND NEW SANYO 4 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR. BEST
FER. 352 3115 after 7 p.m.

ABORTION

FAST FREE DELIVERY
552-5166

_

Coll 372-2671 or 372-2322

OF-

*

or 372 1331

1976 Firebird. 45,000 ml, AM radio,
AC/heater, rear defooger 83.300.
till *B-v7H,
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands Trader
Newspaper. Pay A Commission
Only

If Your Item Sells.

Call

352 3539. 75,WP Readers WafMY,
New backgammon games.
812.00 849.00. Call 352-2818.
1976 Grand Prix. 33,700 ml. Driven
with TLC by little grey haired protessor. Call 352 6655 after 5 pm.
1975 Suzuki 380 GT. Good cond.
Call after 5:00. 352*195.
Puch 10 sp*ed_bikL.Cai!J52_7015..

Motel. Casual dress, please be on
time.

Newlove. 352 5163.

RESUME
TVPESSTTTINO
3S*JSJfr.

Federal Aviation Administration spokesman
Dick Hallen said the Boeing 727 was taken over at

pPisopelkrt

Must type SO WPM, shorthand a
plus, will travel for the company to
Germany, all benefits, fee paid
Salary 812.500-14.000. Call David
Johnson, Snelllng 8, Spelling.
352 5292. Mini Mall, 190 S. Main.

Newlove Real Estate. 352*553.

1177 0088 or 18*5-7227.

before taking off for
Havana.
The incident was the second skyjacking to Cuba
this year. There have been
more than ISO hijackings of
U.S. planes since 1961.

by Associated Pratt

4340T

mer work worries. Nationwide ap
proximate rate is 8990 mo. Interviews today at 12 p.m.. 3 p.m. & 7
p.m. & tomorrow at 10 a.m., 1 p.m.
4. 4 p.m. Room 61 Falcon Plaza

If you like working with plants, being your own boss, earn 81,000 or
more In 10 wks. with no money Investment & training free, call

could do III Love, Mike 4, Cookie.

f'9*
. J_
a-t.« ■■
tJefla Tau-"Cm \f 'ctntinor'*
B.G.S.U. Rush Delta Tau Chi.

Barmaid or waitress. Must be 21.
Charlie's Blind Pig 352 74*9 1816
E. wooster In the Stadium Plata.

Pt. time. 1520 hrs. wk. Some sales
& computer knowledge helpful. FOR WENT
Call Tim 352-5727.
Summer Furn. 2 bdrm. apts. 521 E.
Donrt let the home town recession Merry near Offenhauer Towers.
John
double takes leave you with sum- $400. Entire summer.

Zeta Tau Alpha invites you to loin
the fun at our Rush Party to be held

Don't forget to buy your
CLEVELAND
ORCHESTRA
tickets! Call 172-2181 for more In-

Hey Yo- Chi 0*8.
Let's get Spring to roll

Mich. 313 879-2505.

Pistol wielding man hijacks plane

352 0601.

Falcon House. Register for FREE
drawing gift cert's 8, shirts 904
wooster next to T.O.'t.

Dance Marathon Info, meeting tor
all interested dancers, April 15th,
7:30pm. Kohl Hall main lounge.
Come help us fight Muscular
Dystrophy.

for 80-81

1 F. rmte. needed for Sum Qtr. IV>
blks. from campus 354 1398.

Burritos, Burritos. Burrltos. Beef
N Bean A, Pizza Burritos. New at
Sub Me Quick. 85 cents or I/SI.&S.

■OIU-1UHB OANC1II

Congratulations to Kevin Bradburns & Denise Abbott on their
SAE DG lavaliering. May the
changing of seasons bring you both
many rays of sunshine where they
have never been before!I As

Swim Pool Manager. WSI required. Send resume to I.L. Perm.
Grand Rapids. Ohio 435"f2.

Always, The Brothers.

and give us a listen!

Customiied T-Shlrts. Jersey's 4,
Sportswear. Group rates tor date

Summer horse ranch positions
open for F. counselors 4 WSI.
Black River Ranch, crosweii,

WANTED

WFAL the AM that Isn't. Tune in

PERSONALS

Need an easy tlO.OO? We need male
fine arts majors to be In a study of
how people choose prizes. Wed.
April It at 4:30 p.m. In Km 113
Psych Bidg.tio.0O for the 1 hour
session. If Interested, call 352 7740
before t a.m. or 4-7 p.m.

80 81 school yr. House 3 blks. from
campus for 5 F. 352-7772 after 4:30
p.m.
Summer

Apts.

Call

__
Albert

CAR & HOME
CASSETTE
CRAZE!! 55%
Up To

harman/kardon

/ILPINE

3 bdrm. house. </i blk. Irom cam
pus Avail. June IS Sept. 15. 8250
CaJl«t>M41.
Apts.. houses & rooms. Near cam
pus.
Summer rentals only.
Reasonable rates. 352 7365.

,Apts avail, Mid Am Manor on 3rd
«■*!. 2 bdrm-. fUrn. 8. unturn. for up to
4 people. 9*/^ or 12 mo. leases from
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year $260$390 3524310,
round. Europe, S. America, Apt. to sublet. I bdrm. part. furn.
Heat inciud , elec. extra.
Call
Australia, Asia, Etc. All fields.
8500 11,200 monthly. Expenses 352 4835 or 885-4057 after 5 P.m.
-•»

paid. Sightseeing. Free InfoWrite: UC, Box 52 18 Corona Del
Mar, CA. y»f2fi

House on S. Main. 2-3rmtes. for
Sum. Qtr. Own bdrm., no utll. $100

Counselor needed for diabetes
summer camp in August. For Information & application call Tina
In Columbus at (614) 406-7124.

831 7th St. Furn. 2 berm. apts. All
util. furn. except elec. Sllverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall.
John

MADMAN KARDON 1S0O
Get excellen! stereo reproduction from this high quality
Harman Kardon (assette deck,
loaded with features Don't miss
this low price

mo. 372 5862 or 352 5628.

Newlove Real Estate. 352*553.

209

ALPINE 7100 with 6 x 9's
Famous Alpine car stereo!
AM FM cassette in-dash with'
Ultimate 6x9 speakers.
Speakers priced at only . . .

00

ListS249(X>

AIWA
□

-•

298'
Save 37%

AA*&U>S0U4U&

I
>i

149 95

AIWAM100U
J
Great savings on this Dolby
cassette from Aiwa features
list S179.(X)
dual left and ri^ht ret cud level
controls and I lira hard permalloy head

iNakamichi

METROSOUND 7750
with MS55 amp
Stereo preamplifier. AM FM
c assette with Sendust tape head
and Dolby! Price includes 2S
watt amplifier with less than

250'

(i us", ini)

List $399.9 i

Save 35%

(0 PIONEER

NAKAMICHI 480
It s simple if you want the best j
you want Sak.imu hi Metal
(apabiliK' Wide ranne peak
responding motors sep.it,He bias
,nid e<iti.i11/atM HI swilt lit".

The longt*l ^l-lfl fr #T»!a1
If the girl next door is no
XX \cLlUlfM \-CLXX • longer next door, you can still
whisper sweet nothings in her ear.
Just pick up the phone! Then pour your heart out, long
distance. It's a nice way to keep a burning love hot. (Or to
rekindle an old flame.)
Say all you want about absence making
Jthe heart grow fonder. You'll soon
discover that the best
thing for a
^ long-distance
j: relationship is
long distance.

TDK SAC-90

(M PIONEER

TS 164

Save 55%

Save 38%

248 SOUTH MAIN ST. - BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 352-3595
"ALSO SHOP OUR THREE OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS"
512? HEATHERDOWNS
TOLEDO. OHIO

311-0465

OPEN Monday

•Fot lowesl tales, use yout Sludenl Billing ■ ot direel dial

149 95

PIONEER KP 3500
$
AM I \l in dash t assette specially
made It" foreign i.its DIN
standard nose pie« e size plus
''st $230.(X)
PNS in use suppression and more'

is) SnO.OO

30-Day
GUARANTEED PRICE
POLICY

w\ao

49500

5206 MONROE ST
T0LE00. OHIO
885-3547

COMPLETE SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

Friday Noon to 9 p.m. - Saturday 10 am. to 5:30 p.m.

400 SOUTH MAIN ST
FINDLAY. OHIO
424-1191 „

VISA
Master Charge
Financing Arranged
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sports
BG tracksters loaded with depth for opener

Falcon men netters
blast Wayne State

by Christopher Sherk
staff reporter

by Joe Menzer
staff reporter

"Mike (Zekas) has been our most
consistent singles player, but today
While most sports activities were he got way ahead and then had to
either postponed or cancelled yester- hang on to win it," Gill said. "If I had
day. Bowling Green's men's tennis to single out somebody it would be
leam moved indoors for a match at Dave Epstein."
ALL THREE doubles teams won
Wayne State and then routed the
hosts for a 7-2 victory. Since they to secure the BG victory. Conlan
played indoors, the two teams were teamed with Andy Cantrell to defeat
forced to play pro sets, which are Gerhard Schubert and Ron Puzio of
Wayne State, 10-7, at first doubles.
shorter than regular sets.
"Quite a few matches were close Steve Corey and Bob Ferguson then
right to the end," BG coach Bob Gill added Bowling Green's second
said. "It was not our best match doubles victory while Vetter and
overall, but when we had to we Epstein were victors at third doubles
for the Falcons.
played well enough."
Still, it was Conlan's singles
BUD VETTER defeated Wayne
State's Bob Jackson, 10-3, in first triumph that may have been the tursingles and BG's Barry Conlan, ning point in the match.
"Probably the turning point was
Dave Epstein and Mike Zekas all
followed with wins to give the Barry Conlan's win. It was the last
Falcons a comfortable 4-2 lead at the singles match completed and it gave
us breathing room," Gill said. "It
end of the singles competition.
Zekas built a 9-3 lead in his sixth made it hard for them to catch up."
"Two things are now happening
singles match with Wayne State's
Oscar Gamarra, and then had to for us - the top part of the lineup is
ward off a Gamarra comeback now starting to produce wins and we
are consistently playing fairly sound
before winning, 10-6.
Both Conlan, at number two doubles."
The Falcons travel to Notre Dame
singles, and Epstein, at number
three, had to fight for their victories, this weekend for a quadrangular
squeaking out 10-9 and 10-8 wins, meet against the Fighting Irish,
Bellarmine and Northern Illinois.
respectively.

UAO CAMPUS FILMS

working all indoor season without an
indoor track. We had some injuries
because our sprinters had to work out
on the hard concrete floors of the Ice
Arena."

Most coaches feel fortunate to have
a couple of record holders return for
another season.
For Pat Brett, coach of Bowling
Those injuries may develop into the
Green's women's track team, feeling
greatest weakness as the
fortunate may be an understatement team's
season
opens,
according to Brett.
of her emotions for the 1980 season.
"The
only
place
where I can see us
Thirteen University records were
hurt right now is in the short
set by eight athletes in 1979, and as getting
Brett returns for her second year as sprints," she said. "Our best sprinter
coach, so will all eight record holders is out possibly for the season with a
cartilage problem in the knee."
from last year.
That sprinter is Jane Guilford, the
COMBINED WITH several highly- Toledo junior who set school records
regarded recruits, the result has Brett in the 100 and 200-meter dash, as well
anxiously awaiting the competition.
as anchoring the 400 relay team that
"We're coming off a real strong in- broke a BG record.
door season. It was about 250 percent
"If our sprint situation doesn't imbetter than last indoor season," Brett prove, we're going to be in trouble,
said. "We finished a lot stronger than mainly because there are two inI thought we might in the Mid- dividual sprinting events and two
American Conference Invitational, so sprint relays," Brett said.
I just think we're going to have a
One freshman recruit who is exsuper outdoor season."
The season was scheduled to begin pected to produce immediate results
March 29 at the Purdue Invitational, is Stephanie Eaton, a half-miler from
with the Western Michigan Invita- Swanton. After winning the Class AA
half-mile state championship last
tional last Saturday to follow.
But Brett decided to give her team a year, Eaton made a quick transition
rest over spring break and will now to the collegiate level by running in
open the season Saturday in the Bowl- the number two slot behind Becky
ing Green Invitational beginning at 10 Dodson in cross country last fall.
a.m. on Robert H. Whittaker track.
Dodson owns more individual school
"Basically, we try to peak for the records (five) in track than anyone
outdoor season, but I also think over else. And Brett expects more of the
spring break we need a little break," same from the senior this spring, in
Brett said. "It was really hard on us the distance events.

"During indoor track, she was very
close to her personal best times and
school records," Brett said, "and I
think she's a better outdoor runner
than indoors, so the outdoor season
should be a good one for her."
Along with Dodson, Brett looks to
the Perrsyburg sophomore Kathy
Kaczor as a top prospect in the
distance events, if she can avoid reinjuring a leg which prevented her
from competing last season.
"Hopefully, we can bet Kathy Kaczor healthy and running," Brett said"She's an excellent distance runner.
She can run anything from the mile up
to the six mile."
It is in the hurdles where Brett expects to run away from the pack this
spring. She has four returning letter
winners in Deb Romsek, Jenny Thorton, Joy Clawson and Dawn Noel.
Romsek is coming off an indoor
season where she ran the best time of
her career in the half-mile run. Thorton nearly qualified for last year's nationals in the 400 hurdles, but near the
end of the season she was bothered by
a foot injury.
Clawson adds a third contender to
the 400 hurdles after only learning to
run the event as a freshman last spring.
"Between the three of them, I think
we're going to have just an unbeatable
trio in the 400 hurdles, very few

schools will even be able to touch us,"
Brett said.
Noel returns in the sprints and 100
hurdles, an event she set the school
record in last year.
Brett said she anticipates another
good season from Sue Klembarsky in
the discus. The junior from Olmsted
Falls broke her own BG record in the
event last spring. Liz Sheets will
return in the event after missing last
year with an injury.
"We've got three freshman high
jumpers (Heidi Asmus, Theresa Cianciolo andBecciRocco) who have just
been gong crazy," Brett said. "They
are all capable of jumping 5'6", 5'7".
They have alternated as to who will be
the top jumper in any given meet,
they're so close.
"Carol Hursh and Kathy Masin are
our two strongest long jumpers. Carol
set a school record last year and
Kathy was looking the best she has
looked during the indoor season. So
between the two of them we're looking
for good things."
With the layoff over spring break,
Brett expects her tracksters to start
out slowly, but then peak for the Interstate Athletic Invitational here
May 17.
"That will be the telling point as for
where we stand with the schools our
size," she said. "For all intense purposes, it (IAI) will be the MAC meet,
since all of the MAC schools will be
there, along with Indiana State."
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tf AIR FORCE ALWAYS

NEEDS MORE LEADERS.

LEASE NOW
for Best Selection
Luther III Apartments

733-755-777
Manville Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1 Vi Baths
9 Month Lease $280 per month

J»:|o|
BEDROOM
10' 6" « 13'

Thurs., Fridoy S Sot. Midnight 210 MSC $1.00/wl.D.

AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS

ART & CRAFT
SUPPLIES
10% off all
MACRAME SUPPLIES

WOOSTER BAZAAR
325E.Wooster
352-7400

Open Evenings till 8p.m.

7-

in
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BEDROOM
ROOM
io e

I

1

LIVING ROOM
i3' > n

?

164 Memorial Hall 353-6093

HOTC

£>

MODEL OPEN 5:30-6:30 BY APPOINTMENT

Pendleton Realty Company

Here's A Chance to Escape
From B.G. to an Exciting Destination!
A .lordable Weekend Trips
lor College Students to
Chicago, Toronto

EVERY NITE
7-9

No. 1
MANAGEMENT
Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s
Cherry Wood Club
Office daily Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in April

353-3641

Gateway to a great way of life.

WfcUsHAPPY HOUR

The Resume Machine®
Typeset Resumes
In 4 Hours
352-3538
20 Free Copies
With This Ad

Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies

Contact the Dept. of Aerospace Studies

V^ Tmnflnr^

I
I
I
I

E9

Lots to do, Lots to See!
From Only $57

(Usually Includes
accomodatlons and rail.)

Stow*

BIG BOY

Now Accepting Applications
for Third Shift
Apply at 1540 E. Wooster
-an equal opportunity employer-

DGSU GOLF
COURSE
Now open for ploy

WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
414 E. Wooster 352-5276 For Details

Brookdale Stables

I^Sigma Nu

14810 Freymari Rd.

Cygnet, Ohio
Horse around for credit?

Something Different,
Something Better

Thurs.

1st and 2nd

Dogs

April 10

Bachelder

'N SudS

Register for Spring Classes
Western Horsemanship

^m~

146 or 246

• Spring hayrides and party facilities
•TrafeUng
• Son-credit evening classes and Saturday children's classes
available through Continuing Education.
for more information, call
tSS

655-2193 (local call)

• SPECIAL LOW MORNING RATES
STUDENT 9 ■ 2.50 - 18 3.00
OTHERS 9 - 3.50 ■ 18 5.00

• FACULTY MEMBERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)

$140.00

• STUDENTMEMDERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)

$75.00

• LESSONS.JU. DONAR, PRO.
UNIVERSITY CHARGE AND
MASTER CHARGE WELCOME.

